SUMMARY In this note we propose a fuzzy diagnosis of headache. The method is based on the relations between symptoms and diseases. For this purpose, we suggest a new diagnosis measure using the occurrence information of patient's symptoms and develop an improved interview chart with fuzzy degrees assigned according to the relation among symptoms and three labels of headache. The proposed method is illustrated by two examples. key words: fuzzy measure, interview chart, fuzzy differential diagnosis
Introduction
Headache is one of the most common reasons for neurological consultation and has many causes and symptoms. There are two categories of headache: primary and secondary headache. Primary headache is not associated with other diseases. Examples of primary headache are migraine, tension, and cluster headache. Secondary headache is caused by associated diseases.
In this article we propose a medical diagnostic method of primary headache. First, we introduce a relation between symptoms and diseases, and develop an interview chart with assigned fuzzy degrees based on the relation among symptoms and three types (migraine, tension, and cluster) of headache. The interview chart is an improved version of our previous study [5] . Second, we propose a new measure for medical diagnosis using the occurrence information of symptoms for patient's diseases. At the end the performance of the interview chart and the measure is illustrated via two case studies.
Preliminaries
The fuzzy set framework has been utilized in several different approaches to model the diagnostic process [ Table  3 is the confirmability degrees, and Table  4 is the degrees for P2's symptoms. Table  5 is the occurrence proportion of symptoms for P2's diseases.
As given in Table  3 
